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he appointment of Peter Singer.
PhD, as a tenured Professor at
Princeton University's Center for
Human Values requires appropriate attention. The "ethical" statements that Dr.
Singer has made concerning the active
euthanasia of children with disabilities are
immoral. For example: *.Nevertheless. the
main point is clear killing a disabled infant
is not morally equivalent to killinga person.
Very often. it is not wrong at aU" [Practical
Edrics, p. 191;see Editor3 ;Vote in box below].
Since Princeton University has given Dr.
Singer's infanticidal and gellacidal ideas not
only a public forum but also prominent institutional support, this response is mandatory.
I am profoundly dismayed that this response
is even necessarpl. But the calm acquiescence
that has met Dr. Singer's presence and
teaching is profoundly disturbing.

Deseningofcare
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The children I care for in five Chicago
nursing facilities have severe neurological
disabilities. Their functional abilities are
limited, but they do have spirit. These children respond to sounds,to visual stimuli. to
being held, cuddled. and loved. Many understand spoken words and can communicate
their desires by word gesture, or laughter.
The fact that their functional capacities are
limited does not make them less worthy of
living they deserve our love and cue.
As the treating physician for these
disabled youngsters, I have an obligation to
protect not only their medical status, but
also their lives. These children cannot be
The quotes in Dr. Plioplys' article wme
from two of Dr. S i r ' s books. To
more eady reference the quotes, the
first book cited, Practical Ethics
(Cambridge: Cambridge University
P m ,1193),will henceforth be referred
to as PE, followed by the page number.
The second book, Rethinkritg Ufi!and
Dearh (New York St. M a h ' s Gn'&

PmI994),vrabe~e-toasRLD,
and will also be fo1Iowed by the page
number of the citation.
-

amsidered inferior to cats or fish. as Dr.
Singer has written [Rethitzkitlg Life ntld
Dmh, p. 324PP Editor S Note in b0.v below].
The teachings of Dr. Singer put my patients'
lives in jeopardy.

"Dr. Singer's 'ethics' can
lead to the denial of even
the most rudimentary
medial care to any child
who has, or may be
perceived to have,
a disability."
Certain managed care organizations
have becon~enotorious for limiting and
denying reasonable medical care to patients
in need. But Dr. Singer's "ethics" go even
further, and can lead to denial of even the
most rudimentary medical care to any child
who has, or may be perceived to have, a
disability. Dr. Singer has even argued that it
is ethically acceptable to kill a child with
hemophilia because that child's life will be
difficult (PE, pp. 290-191). Following such
tnin of thought, the next "logical" step for
managed care organintiom would be to deny
medical care to anyone who is suffering from
a chronic illness, since their lives are difficult
The final step would be to instruct physicians
to actively euthanize chronically ill patients.

Disabled.. .or Not?
One critical error in Dr. Singer's writings is
that he does not define what is meant by a
severe neurologic disabim, instead, he relies
on the advice of putative "experts." In clinical practice, many times the decision about
a neurologtc disability is fairly straightforward. However, in many cases,appearances
are deceptive and prognoses are incornect.
For example, two infants were admitted
to my nursing facilities from local hospitals
after evaluations by pediatricians and child
neurologists. In each case. the parents were
told that their child's new*
prognosis was
dismal, and that the child would be profoundly
disabled and die in the near future. But these
physician experts were wrong.
When I examined these two children.
at the ages of three weeks and four weeks.
respectively, f noted that they were, in fact.
neuroiogically almost norn~al.After stan-

dard care and nurturing. the first was
discharged at the age of six months and the
second at the
of 12months.Their neurologic and developmental status was normal.
Now, three years later. these children have
remained developmentaIIy normal.
I have had only two cases with a totally
normal neurologic outcome however. our
iocal physicians have made i m d inaccurate propOnly a small percentage of
the dire proposes given to parents have
proven to be correct. But if Dr. Singer's
euthanasia dictum had been applied, two
nonnalc h i n would haw been kiiled. The
point is that even highly qualified medical
experts do make mistakes and cannot be
rehid upon to make determinations abcmt
quality-of-life issues for newborn children.

Expe&mx Needed,
h his books. Dr. Singer repeatedly mentions
the diagnosis of spina bifida and the difficulties that children with this chagmsis may
face. Ne quo@ physichswho argue against
providing medical care for these children
(RLD,pp.115-119). Certainly. if one were to
provide no medical care, the neurologic
outcomes would be bad. So. by anticipating
abadouboome.theseph~limit~
care. and thus produce a bad o u t m e .
Dr. Singer repeatedly quotes physicians
who most likely lack experience in this area
(he does not mention spcxif~names; he
simply refers repeatedly to "doctors"). Yet
I know £ruinexperience that with intensive
medical intervention, the majority of children with spina bifida can have an
extremely good m t ~Some
. can attain
normal intellectual functioning some can
get by with use of a wheelchair or can walk
--

with assktive devices. These children should
not be subpted to Singerian euthanasia.
In medical school. I was amfrontedwith
the consequences ofphysician-dbxted with
hddingofmedicalcare. I've senmany cases
where d.likh.enborn with hydrocqMus were
Stutim&d without udeqpbg a sul.i$cal
p m x c b e to drairl the e x a s fluid dnrm the
head Physicians had told the parents that
t h e s e ~ w l o u l d d i e v e r y s o o n But
. the
propxes were incomct. The dhiklren lived
for decades, devewig heads the size of
w a t e m b s . As young adults. they had a
truly miserable existence. To benefit from
even the most rudimentary
nursing care,
-- --

many eventually had to undeqp extensive
surgical downsizing of their heads.
What is so unfortunate is that had care
not been withheld. and had the excessive
fluid been drained early, many of these children could have had a very reasonable
outcome, including full ambulatory capacities and cmmmunimtion. social, and self-help
skills. It is hard to believe, but in the past
decade, right here in Chicago. I habe repeatediy seen the same mistaken recommendations made by physicians. Dr. Singer should
not reiy on the opinions of poorly informed
physicians in coming to ethical conclusions.
Dr. Singer dso justifies the killing of
infant girls, a practice that is prevalent in
many countries around the world If the
parents or other close individuals detennine
that an infant girl has a disability. she is
"returned ( i ~killed)-amething
,
that Dr.
Singer finds commendable (PEI, pp. 182,
188; RLL),p. 215). Dr. S i e r says that his
ideas have not placed
on an ethical
''dippery slope." True enough; his icleas are
not a slope, but rather a catapult into infanticide and genocide.
Dr. Singer has further slated that a child
----.-----

"-

is not "human" hefore 28 days of age [RLD,
p. 217; also see h.r,p. 1.0. But the fact is,
there is nothing that takes place on day 28
that may not have already taken place on day
27 or even day 26. Dr. Singer's cutoff point
is totally arbitrary. In several telepllone
conversations with me, Dr. Singer said that
although he is now 'reamsidethe 28day
issue.
he
has
not
yet
rejected
it
-----

-

-*Q

We must be careful before we accept the
tenet that anyone who has an actual or
perceived d i i l i t y may be ethically euthanized. Under Stalin's societat "ckansings"
both of my grandfathers were exterminated.
Under HitIer, miu'ins of people were exterminated in a campaign that started with the
"euthanasia" of people who were deemed
mentally retarded or physically disabled.
I consider myself fortunate to live in a
country where free disanvse is pe&tted,
but all freedm have limits. The United
States is a rich country. and we can afford
to provide for the medial needs of all of our
disabled citizens.We have laws that protect
the rights of the disabled. Dr. Singer's
'.ethics" have no place in this country, nor
anywhere else in this world. W
--

-

-

These direct, full-sentence quotationswere taken
Dr. Singer's book,
Rethinking Life and Death (St Martin's
G
r
i
mPress, New York,1994):
"Human babies are not born selfaware, or capable of grasping that they
exist over time. They are not pe1;50n~"@.
210).

"meofficial western reaction to

these p&
(ie. f i t i a d e in Japan) is
that they are shoddng examples of the
barbaric standards of non-Christian
moraiity.IQonotsharethirview"~.21~
*"But,in the case of^^ it
is our a&m that has something to learn
from others, especially now that we, Eke
them,areinasituationVmere~~:rmtSf
limit family skew(p. 215).
"But, for reasons that we have
akadydisrxssed,in~ganewbm
infant as not having the same right to life
as a person, the cultures that pmctbd
irlfantjcide were cm solid gnxn#1" @. 21.9.
%ce neither a newborn human
infantncaa~isapersoa,the~
of killing such beings is not as great as the
wmqpes of killing a *'(p. 220).
Additional quotations justifying
infimtkide can be found in Dr. Singer's
eartier book, hdcd Etha (Cambridge
Univenity Press, Cambdge, 1993).
"Infants la& these characteristics
(i.e. rationality, autonomy, and selfc o t w i ~ )Killing
.
them, therefore,
cannot be equated with lriiling normaI
humanbehgs, or any other s e l f '
being. This cxmclusion is not limited to
infants who, because of irreversibie intellectual disabilities, will never be ratio.mil,
se1lanscious beigsn(p. 182).
"I cannot see how one could
defend the view that fetuses may be
'replaced' (ie, aborted) before birth, but
newborn i&u@ m a y not bebe"
@. 188).
"Regarding newborn infants as
reglaEeawe(ii~~),aswemw
x q p d ~ ( i e , ~ ) , ~ h a
--wP-prenatatctiagnosisf~byabortion"~19a).

